
Q1. The PSPO area will cover the areas highlighted in the information leaflet or in the FAQ sheet. Do you think the proposed control zone area is?  Please p
About right- The chosen area is perfect because it completely covers Hatfield Town Centre where the biggest problem is. 
About right- The area is comprehensive but appears to exclude the footpath between Old French Horn Lane and there Recreation Ground, an area used as access 
for drug dealing and public urination. The PSPO excludes drug dealing, with the recreation ground used for this purpose after dark and reported on countless 
occasions.   It is a convenient stop off between Hatfield Town Centre and Old Town pubs and Station for those caught shop. 
All public footpaths leading from the control area should also be given consideration as sadly public urination and alcohol consumption is not so carefully confined. 
For example the paths leading from The Common to Stockbreach Road. 
ASB  is all over Hatfield and Welwyn Garden City. 
concern living in Hollier Court are the park to the rear of Hollier court and the town centre
For me, living in the town centre I feel this area is the most effected by ASB
Hill Top,  All children parks around Hatifled
public resources that would be better suited to help individuals with a homeless shelter or as mentioned on the we are Hatfield site a wet shelter which has been 
proven to work
I would like to see this extended to the area around Green Lanes where people sit drinking and loitering on the bench close to the Premier shop.
If this were to be as efficient as the current regulations covering "cycling on pavements" then you might as well stop now and save time, effort and money.
It covers the whole of Hatfield Town Centre. 
memorial. Far too many  instances of antisocial behaviour and drug use by non residents in the park. I personally have reported this 4 times in recent weeks as well 
as my wife.
It would help to keep Hatfield cleaned. 
area with their bikes or make ugly comments.
Should be the whole town centre 
passed, Littering, cycling on pavements & dog fouling BUT ARE NOT fully implemented. Every time I shop in the town centre, twice weekly, I am in danger of being 
knocked down by one or more cyclists.    
Stores/shops that sell drink are target areas
The Alban Way also has problems with antisocial drinking and loitering issues.
The proposal control zone area being good because most people buying drinks from the town centre and drop the empty broken bottles on the floors as well as the 
empty cans all around the town centre surroundings including the shop fronts.
There is anti social behaviour in other areas of the town centre including the subways that isn’t being tackled. Including heavy drinking and drug use. 
Too Small - Extend the control zone to include Beaconsfield road and endymion road as drinkers/drug takers sometimes congregate there.
Too Small - half a mile from town centre
Too small - problems spilling out into the footpaths from the footbridge over links road. the footpath has often drinkers among the trees on this footpath.
Too Small - Should be extended to all lemsford Rd
Too Small : The density of HMO rented to students should also be taken into consideration. We have a few student property near (+1/4 mile surrounding)AL100DW 
and they create nuisance on saturday and sunday.



Too small- Problems in most areas of Hatfield. 
Too small. People would just move to e.g. the cycle path 
WE DO NOT TAKE PART AS IT DOES NOT BOTHER US AS WE ARE JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES. PLEASE TAKE US OFF MAILING LIST
We feel that this should cover the whole of Hatfield as there is a problem with people with drink and drugs around the ALD1 area too.
Would need to cover garden village shops and shops near galleria also near Aldi’s 



Q2. Are there any areas which adjoinh the proposed PSPO area in Hatfield where you feel we should consider implementing theis PSPO? If yes please 
provide details of street(s) or area and your reasons why they should be considered.
+(1/4th mile) around AL100DW
Alban Way and cycle path areas near to Yesco Hatfield 
Alban Way to Ground lane , there are frequent groups of men standing and drinking 
Alban Way, from Ground Lane to Lemsford Road, also the park that Backs onto Alban Way Off Wellfield Road, there are always drinkers, drug takers in this park
private property car park to urinate and drink. 
Any park open space close to the town centre & all exits from subways 
Area opposite Manor Parade shops.  Particularly the footway that leads from Manor Parade, alongside the allotments, to the footbridge over the A1(M).  This area is 
hidden by trees, and is frequently used by early morning drinkers coming off night shifts on the nearby business park.    Early morning passers-by, which can include 
children, find the presence of drinkers somewhat unsettling.  Furthermore, the area fill up quickly with abandoned empty beer cans and vodka bottles.  
Around birchwood coop as always drinking and begging for money around there
As above in Q1,  Drinking den on the ffotpath up from French homelane going towards endymion road.  Drup paraphonalia found on Beaconsfield road
As above reason and street
As above the subways by the swimming pool and the library 
As mentioned previously all public footpaths leading from the proposed area for example the footpaths from The Common to Stockbreach Road.
Birchwood shops and by the Co-Op. 
Children Parks  All Underpasses  Town Centre  Hilltop  
Cycle path. Open area around Park House Court. The park on Briar's Lane. Areas around the Galleria.
Estates behind and infront of Asda, specifically the subway connecting the towns. I regularly pass beggars and was threatened by one on the atm of asda
Every where here are drinkers and drug takers should be tackled 
deter them enough.
Garden village and all other shop areas in Hatfield birch wood and hilltop 
Hatfield Town Centre (Asda), near Galleria too as that street behind the Swim Centre is too dirty. 
Hatfield Town Centre.
Hilltop area speeding
include entire park behind cranbourne rd, endymion rd and school lane.
Market place I run a youth session and the young people are always getting approached by them which is a safeguarding matter 
More often in Market Place the back side and the front side.
Old French Horn Lane
the garages.  Near & opposite the recycling bins on the common. Gangs of people drinking.  Drunk people urinating in public places.  Drug peddlars & people 
dumping rubbish in flats on the common.
Should cover all of Goldings Crescent as this path is used frequently to walk between the train station and town centre. 
should include the woods and footpath between Onslow St, Audreys and Oak view school.



Skate park   Birchwood
Small park on the park meadow estate, opposite the train station behind the memorial. 
South Hatfield
St Albans Road East is not included and it is pitch dark after midnight as all street lights go off. 
St Albans Road West, from swimming poop to Galleria. 
Stores like Co-operative , stores on birchwood
Subway
Subways children's park areas 
The access footpath from Old French Horn into the recreation ground also accessed off St Albans Road East. 
The area around hill top/ briars lane and the shopping ares near aldi
The pedestrian walkway and bridge from the town centre leading to Old Rectory Drive should also be included as the issues mentioned in the publication also have 
an impact here, particularly due to drinking and the rubbish caused. The safety of pedestrians would also be increased in this area where it is secluded.
The place around the old market place
The small park in Park Meadow estate that gives access to the estate if you are walking from the train station often has people using the climbing frame for shelter to 
do drugs. I have reported this to the police on a number of occasions.
There has for some while now been a significant increase in minor vandalism in and around the surrounding streets to the south of Queensway 
Town centre
Town centre needs more
Town centre park house birchwood 
Town subways need to be policed 
Train station   Underpasses leading up to centre
We feel that this should cover the whole of Hatfield as there is a problem with people with drink and drugs around the ALD1 area too.
WE LIVE IN SHELTERED ACCOMMODATION (PRIVATE) AS MY HUSBAND IS PARTIALLY BLIND DEAF AND HAD A STROKE
Wellfield Road: the memorial gardens, the GP surgery where a religious group of people who are anti abortion have a presence to target pregnant women. The play 
park off Wellfield  Road and the green open space where drug users , drinkers and rough sleepers congregate
Woods avenue   Birchwood
Yes, the area outside the betting shop in Crawford Road, Birchwood.



Q3. Do you contsider any of the following to be a problems in the proposed PSPO area?  If YES, please provide specific details, (including, where 
possible, location, type of behaviours and characteristics of those involved i.e. gender, ethnicity, rough age etc.)
Public urination or defecation- Absolutely horrified with a group of males in St Albans Road East playing area who openly urinated infront of me. 
A lot of people seem to urinate on and around the entrance to Hollier Court, French Horn Lane. Unable to use subway around the rounabouts  
Alcohol consumption in public areas  
Always beggars or people with blankets hanging around asda and the town.     People drinking in the old market square,  I'm too scared to walk that way now. 
Around the old market place in town
leaving rubbish and cans , often urinating or defecating in public view. Drug dealing and using is rife. All ages. Drinkers appear to be Eastern European and often 
early in morning have high vis jackets on and appear to be on way home from night work? 
Awful to go to town centre, feel not safe and intimidated
Have heard reports but not seen first hand
Begging: Male
Begging: Occasional begging but not seen any issues  Rough Sleepers: Unaware of any issues  Public urination and defecation: Not personally witnessed it
Between the library and the Pizza House it stinks   also subways around bus-stops at Market area Weeds Avenue 
Drinkers always in market place
drinking - Square by Queensway main sqoad  Always some people, usually male but some females. noisy and arguments  Subway st luke church  Begging - Asda 
and boots  Rough sleepers - Arcade   PU or D - Subway by the memorial hall - Bad smell
Drinking and begging back of Asda through to the town     Begging often aggressive     Evidence of street drinking always left - looks horrid
also be seen begging at times too. The problems of public urination and litter is a by product of this behaviour. The walkway linking old rectory drive and the town 
centre has lots of issues due to this. The benches in the old market square also have this a lot of the time. It puts people off walking through particularly with younger 
children.
drinking....market square, garages at st peters close, bench on st albans road east    begging.... town centre, market square    urination....market square, garages at 
st peters close, bench on st albans road east    begging.... town centre, market square  
Drinking/ public urination often takes place in the subways under roundabouts. 
and arguing in the disabled toilet opposite queensway house     And boy racers in asda car park using it as a stunt and race track at night     Eastern Europe Ons 
drinking outside the library and sleeping behind boots 
Drug use. Youngsters aged 17-21. Mainly male but there haven been large groups of females too.
Drunken lady in the bushes next to seating area in the old market place. She was videod excramating in daylight.
During the night time, the area around the town square can be full of drunk people & fights. This is normally white men in their twenties upwards. As a woman who 
lives in the square it can be very intimidating to come home particularly at night and on certain days ie fridays.
Dellfield Road. 
East Europeans seem to be drinking in our squares
Eastern European drinkers often in the town centre. Beggars often outside ASDA.



cycle route. They are mostly men with a few girls and are mostly eastern european.   There are also beggers and drug users in the town centre and else where in the 
town.
around Aldi too    
Hatfield town centre, Queensway, old market place, Asda.  Males, British, Eastern European, 20 -60 years. Openly drinking, drugs, begging, urinating, littering.
communal gardens. 
people from entering,walking through or shopping in areas close to this behaviour.  I have also associated street urination in Cranborne Road early in the morning by 
a middle aged man clearly enebriated who was roughly dressed.  
I have seen Public urination in the town in broad daylight
I have to say that I have never seen any of the above ASB in the proposed area.
known as Lee asking people for money in the town centre and my son (21) was approached by a scruffy looking couple, possibly in their 30s/40s asking for money for 
a drink.  He is, fortunately, able to stand up for himself.  
intimidating to walk through the town centre because of the loitering and drinking that goes on. It is not a relaxing or leisurely atmosphere, people cannot enjoy their 
time in town because of it. Especially those with children.    You now struggle to get from one end of asda to the other without being begged. and although i do feel 
bad for those in need, it is very uncomfortable and intimidating.    The town needs more than a lick of paint and a few new shops.    it needs a new atmosphere and 
until the drinkers, loiterers and beggers are removed from the area, nobody will want to spend time there, no matter how much money you spend.    To make sure it is 
a success however, there needs to be regular patrols or PCSOs that will actually enforce the order.  Otherwise it will be a waste of time if there is no consequence.    
I know other pople have issues with beggars but they dont bother me, if they did i would notify the police 
rang by rough sleepers asking to be let into the building.    There is also an issue with very loud buskers playing for too long (sometimes broken up with evangelical 
preaching)
I rarely go into the town centre as I’m often scared of drinkers and or anti social individuals approaching my children and I. Groups of drinkers often sit near the town 
inn area and can look intimidating when I’m on my own 
I see street drinking in the old marketplace most days, can make me feel uneasy when leaving work at night. Variety of ages, genders and ethnicity.    We have found 
evidence of rough sleeping outside library when we have arrived at work on a couple of occasions (items left behind).    I have not observed public urination but have 
smelt it.    I have noticed begging while in the town center, usually men, variety of ages and ethnicity.  
If it is not enforced then things will just carry on by all who do it now.
In and around Birchwood area near both sets of shops
Mainly I think it is foreigners, not sure of ethnicity, young middle aged, seem to meet up.     Back of our shop and car park      This is a regular and disgusting problem 
we have reported many times - also dogs!!  plus spitting/ cigarette ends/ litter especially in arcade 
Male and female's are drinking at the corner next to the palmer shop and starting to shout and beg for money
flats in Birchwood area 
Mostly town centre area. but also in the PSP.  All genders, ethnicity and most age groups but few elderly.
My neighbour a heroine / crack addict begs pretends to be homeless when she has a flat and has lived above me in BC Garden village for 13 years 
Next to the town inn pub 



Not only could I give a description I could name half of them. They are congregated by the town inn usually drinking strong lager, acting awfully and using heroin and 
other illicit drugs. They’re English however I have seen polish PCL workers drinking heavily early in the morning in subways too. 
On the bench outside the library and in the square opposite the Polish shop.
Only today i have seen a video of someome using the bushes of hatfield as a toilet
People drinking and taking drugs constantly in the old market square and in the under pass from the old Parker square to queens way! Oh and now on the benches in 
lion square!     People uribate all round the areas mentioned above 
Persistent street drinking in town centre. Particularly noticed during Wednesday market day in vicinity of Specsavers. Apparently they began at 7 in the morning. I 
have reported it to police who came and removed them but after a few weeks they return. They were all white local people over the age of 30.
of urination on a daily basis
Public urination or defecation: park off of French Horn Lane often used. Quite disgusting.
Routinely see begging (i.e. Whitney) in the town area along with drinking, enforcement action seldom seems to be taken. 
town centre  and town centre  RS - Town centre, near ASDA, Bushes around aero  PU or D - St peters close, swimming pool, queens way, all under round about 
pavements and benches, Cavendish Way asda, town centre, car park behind town centre
SD - groups of drinkers in area in front of shops which used to have the market stalls  B - used to be more  
SD - Market place and town centre  B - Market place, town centre and subways  RS - ASDA and Boots  PU or D - Market place and Service carpark behind shops
proposed PSPO area.  PU or D - As above
SD - small groups  B - outside polish shop, boots   RS - Old railway to st albans now closed
SD - uncorfortable/ intimidation - groups of people drinking - avoid steps or slops to subways to avoid  B - Prominent  RS - in park behind Holliers court in tents - 
cardboard boxes - rubbish - excrement, cans and bottles
Skating Park in Hatfield Centre by the Queensway House  All the underpasses   Children Parks 
keep warm.
South exit from Hat East recreation ground
hazard to the public.  
corridors of the milnet place, upstairs infront of the shops and also around CxW carpets alley way arena.  PU or D - Most found behind CxW carpets and behind 
Marflett place, 
shop     
Street Drinking - On the common car park by the tree, which is opposite to recycling bins.  Begging - By ASDA. In front of supermarket. Asking for money & Getting 
drunk  Walkway from common to stock breach close.
back 
Street Drinking- Around the Town Centre and under the sub-ways its getting that I don't feel safe walking around any more.   Begging - Around town centre don't mind 
if it's for food but not for alcohol or drink  Rough Sleeping - I do feel sorry for them but some Really don't do themselves any favours.  Public Urination- Normally in the 
tunnels in the sub-ways they really don't care doing it in front of anyone I.E children / elderly.     



encountered aggression or poor language from them.  Begging in the town centre from some of the younger individuals can be rather pushy and I feel horrible for not 
wanting to give money. The genuine rough sleepers seem grateful for drinks/ food/ toiletries etc.   Public urination etc is absolutely unacceptable and I see little 
reason for this to happen, other pure laziness and lack of moral.
money and fags. No one sit's outside anymore due to them (losing trade).     Rough sleepers- Dog Kennel Lane car park, behind the bins they sleep.    Public 
urination or defecation- They urinate everywhere, where ever they feel like it. I witness it every day. 
Polish people.     I have encountered begging at the entrance of Asda and the exit of the Galleria (at McDonalds) by what appear to be British young male people.     
There have been incidents with people setting up tents and sleeping in the park next to St Lukes church and inside the cemetery - not sure about the characteristics 
of those involved.     
Street drinking in front of Eurosupermarket store in town center and in front of the romanian shop in white lion square.
money!    Rough sleepers- This is a Government problem for not giving the right support in mental health and open borders so people come here with no money to 
support themselves.    Public urination or defecation- All of the above can lead to this. 
Street drinking- In Market Place they stand in my office door drinking and swearing when it rains. Polish speaking I think, 30/40 years old.     Begging- Youngsters 
known drug users in Market Place.    Rough sleepers- Use our rear courtyard as a toilet and sleeping place. We now bolt rear yard by they still climb over.    Public 
urination or defecation- Use our rear courtyard as a toilet and sleeping place. We now bolt rear yard by they still climb over.
Street drinking- In the morning there are a group of Eastern European men drinking in the skate park and also the underpass by Hatfield Swim Centre.    Begging- 
Behind the shops in the car park behind Scope etc.     Rough sleepers- Behind Boots.     Public urination or defecation- Behind CW Carpets and in the alleyway down 
the side of the shops and our the front of Scope. We used to leave the gate open behind our shop for the dustmen and there would be Human faeces. 
Street drinking- In the night time they are smoking noise speaking loud and having drinks  Public urination- Where i'm living directly under my stairs near the front 
Street drinking- man drinking in Hatfield Town Centre.    Begging- In Hatfield Town Centre.
Street drinking- Market Place in Hatfield. Near Library. Men and ladies of white, black ethnicity. Mostly white.    Begging- An English lady begging for pounds around 
the Newsagent shop near leisure swimming centre.    Rough sleepers- Various white males sitting around Asda or main street in Hatfield Town Centre.  
60s scruffy  Rough sleepers - in my bin cupboard men and women about age 35 while not sure  Public urination- Yes white men on the steps near my flat about age 
30
be visually threatening to the elderly and a barrier to where they wish to go.     Begging- Only encountered around The Arcade and Asda but threatening to the elderly 
if it sometimes becomes aggressive.     Rough sleepers- Occasionally encountered in the Recreation Ground between St Albans Road East and Old French Horn 
Lane and can be a turf issue between drug dealers and sleepers.    Public urination or defecation- Encountered in the footpath off Old French Horn Lane, access into 
the recreation ground and in the underpass from the Hatfield Town Centre for those caught short between Hatfield Town Centre and Old Town pubs and Station. 
Street drinking- People using drugs on the street.     Public urination or defecation- Many times people urinate on my building. 
subways smell of urine. 
they don't give them money. more likely to happen with youngsters begging     Rough Sleepers- WE should provide more shelters for the homeless  Public Urination- 
Subways, corners in town centre, usually caused by men who drink in town. 
green Lane/ Alban Way area.   Public urination- Hatfield Station, Queensway & Cavendish, Appears to be mostly due to drunks leaving the station late at night, all 
ages 



Street drinking:  There is some street drinking but generally in small groups who dont cause any disturbances    Rough sleepers:  However, I am really in this area at 
night    Public urination or defecation:  Not that I've seen
sad people have to beg in today's society. It is mainly male.     Rough sleepers: Yes i understand it is happening in our town. But i believe the combined churches are 
trying to establish a night shelter for the winter     Public urination or defecation: Yes this is a huge problem in Hatfield, especially in the underpasses of the town. I 
would say it is possibly a male problem. Would public toilets solve the problem.
Street drinking: All genders, ethnicity, ages, generally town centre, subway etc. Broken bottles, cans left around as well as bottles. Shouting etc.     Begging: Town 
centre, males of middle-age or youngsters    Rough sleepers: Subways rear town centre, clothing left around and food and drink containers    Public urination or 
defecation: Mainly in subways, near town centre. Evidence often, but i have not actually witnessed these offences taking place. I do not go out at night
Street drinking: All PSPO area white males    Begging: Males sat outside shops 30-70  
Street drinking: Always leave bottles and cans. Threw inside my garden    Begging: Asking for £1 or 20p    Rough Sleepers: In the park near my house    Public 
urination or defecation: They piss over my wooden gate
Street drinking: Behind galley croft, around bin area, and around where cars are parked polish, Romanian, men sometimes women and English.       Public urination 
or defecation: As above in laction urinating and human faeces inside and outside bin area. 
Street drinking: Bus park off the common 5 men possibly eastern European between 20-40    Begging: Town centre near Barclays bank. Female British 18-22    
Public urination or defecation: No idea who on communal stair case at little mead Hatfield 4 times
They create litter (often dirty) and use the area as a toilet    Public urination or defecation: Dog kennel lane car park - behind boots and store 21 they defecate in our 
bins and outside our fire escapes.
Street Drinking: Drunk people always shouting, Make dirty area, they're noisy.  Begging: Always wants money for alcohol  Public urination or defecation: The lady 
always make urination in corner between TV sims shop and curou point.
Street drinking: Eastern Europeans specifically, all ethnicities that are a nuisance too.    Begging: Main offenders have recently been dealt with    Rough Sleepers: 
None known    Public urination and defecation: No details but a frequent issue, especially in the subways.
Urination: Behind store21 and boots
Street drinking: Groups of men and women visibly drinking and roaming around. They are intimidating and unpleasant    Begging: Aggressive begger's by asda and 
town centre shops    Public urination: Once in White Lion Square 
Street Drinking: Groups of people sitting on the wall and hanging around near the town inn pub  Begging: Experienced this several times  Rough Sleepers: Have 
experienced males sleeping in between the shops in kennel wood lane  Public Urination: witnesses next to Queensway health Clinic
Street Drinking: Hatfield Market Place is particularly bad pretty much throughout the day. Both male and female; mixed ages. I have witnessed aggressive behaviour    
Begging: Throughout the town centre. Male and female. 20 upwards    Rough sleepers: Rear of Boot and store twenty one. Male, not English age 30-50.More than 
one person.    Public urination and defecation: Close to the public toilets in the town centre. At the rear of retail properties in dog kennel lane
Street Drinking: I regularly notice people who drink at old market area. I am not sure now but previously lot public toilets in front of Queensway house was always 
locked   7 someone used to knock the door and come out a little while.    Begging: 1. By Asda where the side of ATM allocated. Also boots. Especially in the evening. 
2. A girl asked to help her as she was or is homeless at St Albans Road East. A white British male aged between 25-35 & a white British female aged 20-25.
Street Drinking: in eth market place in the town centre  Begging:   Rough Sleepers:   Public Urination: Subways
Street Drinking: In the grounds of Holliers Court residents 60+    Public Urination & Defecation: The enterance of Holliers Court, Mixed 25+



Although not many - one was found to be sleeping during the day outside smarties school-ware which scared a few customers.  Public Urination & Defecation: Near 
alley at Bet Fred and Robinhood Way
in stairwells of my flat
Street drinking: Local males around 20-40s Polish / Romanian outside European shop on high street    Begging: Male 50's sits with suitcase outside Boots.     Public 
urination or defecation: Same people drinking in streets
There are also homeless people wandering around drunk.    Begging: every day I get asked for money in the town centre, normally by young adults    Rough sleepers: 
A lot of people sleep rough behind Boots in the town centre    Public urination or defecation: I have caught a number of homeless or drunks urinating in the alley way 
between town centre and the dog kennel lane car park
Street drinking: Male and females congregate unashamedly in various locations beneath trees, on benches or walls to meet up and drink/take drugs.  Begging: Not 
experienced it but heard of others that do  Rough Sleepers: In doorways  Public urination or defecation: Around the back near the common carpark   
Street drinking: Male, eastern European, 40-50 years old. Shout abuse or sexual harassment to my ex-girlfriend.    Begging: Asda cash points and fuel pumps. Male, 
British 30-40 years old. Aggressive. Gives some sort of excuse why he needs the money  
same area as above (English speaking adult males)    Rough Sleepers: In the past (over 1 year ago) rough sleepers getting in to communal area of my block of flats 
(opposite boots)  
Male Homeless
defecation: Particularly eastern European men who see fit to break into our back yard which is PRIVATE and catching them "mid-flow" against our walls & doors. 
Also, catching the dirty gits taking a dump right where our stock is delivered, because they are too bloody lazy and disgusting to walk around the corner to the public 
toilet.     
as above
Street drinking: Market place next to the bus stop  Begging: Town Centre youngsters mainly  Rough Sleepers: Town centre, close to boots and asda  Public Urination 
or defecation: at the back of boots (car park)
Street drinking: Market place, town centre - mixed gender, ethnicity and age    Begging: Across town centre    Rough sleepers: Around the town centre (behind boots)   
Public Urination or defecation: Around the town centre
Street drinking: Mid age drink drugs    Begging: mid age    Rough sleepers: Shop door ways, mid age
area at the last streetlight, linger and leave rubbish when they leave.     Begging: 1 knocking on house front doors asking for money, water etc. during a breakdown 
(car) Men 20/30s foreign. 2. French Horn Lane, 11am -11:30am, sundays; middle aged men approaching lone female to closely trying to engage.     Public urination 
or defecation: 1. Old French Horn Lane, this area is not overloaded by streetlight. When streetlights turned off at night, they hang around, have defecated / urinated 
on driveways/public highways. 2. Men regularly stop off to urinate in this street, in full view of passers by, at top of footpath where it meets french horn lane. 
Street drinking: Outside Euro supermarket, big groups of polish men 30s-50s always after 6  Begging: Along the side of ASDA and near ASDA's cash machines. 
affairs.    Begging: Can be intimidating particularly for young and the old.    Rough sleepers: I am approached regularly by those facing homelessness and welcome 
that there will be more of a focus on outreach and support for these people.    Public urination or defecation: Would suspect that excessive consumption of alcohol is 
a contributing factor



at night by mainly drunk males arguing and fighting. This happens almost a weekly basis. My girlfriend is afraid to walk through the town at night as she has been 
hassled many times by Eastern European men in groups drinking in the street.    Begging: Theres always people begging in the town centre outside ASDA's and 
boots pharmacy were even had people being aggressive whilst begging.     Rough sleepers: I have seen people sleeping rough in the town centre all over and we 
have even had people sleeping in the communal areas in my block of flats on several occasions.    Public urination or defecation: This happens on a regular basis 
through out the town and especially at the back of the shops. I have seen this myself when looking out from my balcony.
be trouble but its disconcerting for a female walking alone & they appear to be 30-40's possibly eastern European.    Begging: I have seen beggars near asda - i don't 
mind if they don't pressure people or sit under the cash machines. I have frequently given an old man a sandwich there. I have been approached by a couple who 
look distorted and possibly on drugs. On my way to and from the train station - this is very unpleasant.    Rough Sleepers: Sometimes see few men sleeping on the 
benches in the garden area near St Lukes Church. It sad they have to sleep there. It doesn't cool good & not good for others but where can they go.    Public 
Urination or defecation: I think there has been some defecation occuring in the underpasses. Generally these areas are horrible and don't feel safe for anyone to use 
male approx 40
Street drinking: The park between Hollier Court and Countess Ann School, and the town centre next to the town inn. They appear to be mainly polish.    Rough 
Sleepers: The park between Hollier Court and Countess Ann School, mainly foreign.     Public urination or defecation: In the same park it's disgusting     
night drunks, worse at weekends
they are not intrusive or a problem    
Manor area
drugs, were begging money. An old man near boots in town centre is begging money he has luggage were is written i am homeless.     Public urination and 
defecation: Near cemetery town center always people were urinating there, and consuming alcohol.
subways
Street drinking: Town centre, skate park, subway between link drive / town centre    Begging: Near asda library / town centre. Drunken man (50?) asking for money for 
food. Young woman (20). Aggressive asking for money.    Public urination or defecation: Town centre near polish shop. Men.
Street Drinking: Twice a week  Begging:   Rough Sleepers:   Public Urination: 
Street drinking: Where market used to be held / by the Town Inn - Number of individuals drinking on benches.     Public urination or defecation: Car park area, 
alleyway (leading to halifax) on 2 occassions seen - male, age unknown 2 spaces behind halifax have had faeces. 
Street drinking: White Lion sq, loud aggressive male, eastern European, ordered female who came back from market place with 2 cans. Ages 20-60    Begging: 
Outside asda, boots, store 21, natwest bank. Also path through asda cark park ages 40-65 Male.
Street Drinking: White men ages 15-45    Begging: At 10:30pm on Friday 29th September was approached by a woman aged late 20's early 30s (Near Asda)    
Rough Sleepers: NEAR Asda mostly saw one man sleeping rough
Court as a public convenience
Subways are used as toilets + bushes
The park on St Albans road east always has drunks urinating in fthe not of children!
incidents of rough sleeping (teenagers to middle aged). Also drug use (teenagers to  young adults).   Train station: drinking alcohol and some begging.   Although 
some groups of people drinking alcohol appear to be of Eastern European origin, the problems I encounter are caused mainly by British teenagers and British young 
adults. 



White Lion Square, outside the shops on the Market Place balcony and the in alleyway adjacent to Bet Fred. Both groups are mostly male although not exclusively 
and late 20s - early 40s.  As I work in XXX Town Centre, the drinkers that congregate around and in the alley adjacent to Bet Fred / Dog Kennel Lane are a particular 
issue, on numerous occasions I have had customers to the shop complaining of feeling threatened by their presence, which has led to them postponing their visit to 
the shop or phoning me to ask me to accompany them to the shop from elsewhere in the town centre. On many occasions when i've asked them to desist and move 
away i've been met with a barrage of abuse, or at very least belligerence.    From personal experience of confronting them whilst in the act on numerous occasions 
both Dog Kennel Lane car park, and the alley adjacent to Bet Fred, are frequently used as a public toilet.    It has been well documented on local social media sites 
and through conversations i've had with people that the behaviours listed above are putting people off visiting Hatfield Town Centre.
alcohol and do this in this area   Some anti social behaviour has become excessive in birchwood lately but it comes from a home that the tenants shouldn't be 
occupying 
The town centre, skate park, Queensway, Goldings, Asda and outside palmers is constantly occupied with the same faces or drug users, yes the lot who spend day in 
day out in the town centre!  Homeless people (man outside Asda  and young girl with dog also sits outside Asda! Oh and WD! 
street which we have witnessed on a number of occasions, they also relieve their bowels at the back of shop on a regular basis.  Constant begging for money or 
cigarettes 
harmless. Street drinking isn't ever the problem since they are enjoying their own company rather than affecting anyone else's. However those that smoke in these 
areas and trade drugs are quite unsettling.    beggars here are very intimidating, and sometimes threatening. I was almost forced to take money out of the atm, so the 
woman could conveniently take my card.    my estate (feather dell) occasionally gets loiterers that block people's paths or argue very loudly which is very unsettling - 
they tend to be rough age/unemployed or not english    
Place, but also often in White Lion Square and the area leading from the square to Asda.  Various ages. They are sometimes swearing loudly as they talk to each 
other.  Their presence is rather intimidating,even though they are not actively aggressive to the public, and their presence definitely does not make the town centre 
seem attractive and welcoming. I avoid looking at them or attracting their attention in any way.    I have seen public urination in another area of Hatfield (my own 
street) and I know that public defecation has been seen in Downs Lane. I thought this was an offence in any case, without a PSPO area.     Rough sleepers I know 
have been a problem in Hatfield town centre, especially as they leave evidence of public defecation (I have been told this by a shop manager) and other mess (e.g. in 
There are some drunk people screaming in the Street and empty alcohol bottles and cans found in the street.      I have found once occasion a drunk person slept 
outside my garden entrance (Goldings Crescent)     Always found some male doing so near the bushes
There is always drinkers in the town centre in the old market square. They're like everyday from 9-5 as if it's their day job. Whitney is constantly begging all over 
Hatfield and causes a lot of trouble if you refuse her money.
threatening, although I am not aware of any actual physical assaults.  Above all, the resulting litter problem is horrendous.    The worst location is by the small 
electrical sub-station alongside the footway that leads from the northern edge of Manor Parade shops, alongside the allotments, to the footbridge over the A1(M).    
This has been reported to the police on previous occasions.
Town both males and females drug uses and drinkers always bothering the young people in Hatfield coming from school 
Town Centre
Town Centre  Town Centre   Help should be available not a prosuption 
Town centre beside the Town Inn pub (footfall area). Along roadside.    Main town centre near Simmons.        



Town centre, always the same faces drinking in the market square or outside the off lisense, or where the fountain used to be. Never really aggressive but can still be 
intimidating for people, especially with children. They're the ones urinating and defacating down the alley by C W Carpets as well. Some Eastern Europeans, some 
English folks. The English people tend to be the more aggressive ones, as well as being the ones who tend to beg. 
Town Centre, particularly the d market place area where groups gather & consume alcohol. Some of these groups use the adjoining bushes as toilets.   Also the 
subways around the town centre that are used by groups of drinkers. I never use these now but regularly see groups of drinkers when driving on the roundabouts 
Town inn public house seen many times urinating in public   Drugs being sold in old market   Drinking by new market tell a police man there not bothering 
Wee in the underpass by st Luke's church
White Lion Sq, and in Market Sq - where there are benches!!   Mixed gender  Mainly white ethnicity  Age approx: twenties and upwards to fifties (hard to say really!!)



environment, local businesses, safety of residents and visitors to the town centre).If answering YES to any of the questions below, please provide further 
details.
All of the above affect everyone in the local community. It makes our town look dirty. Drinking in public isn't nice and I hate taking my children past the drinkers. W 
who always begs and is well known to the police is terrifying not only for me and my kids but for everyone she approaches. She's often out cold on the floor around 
Hatfield after drinking or being on drugs. When the drinkers need to use the toilet they pee wherever they are. It's disgusting 
All of the above affects health, cleanliness and perception of public safety.
All: Very intimidating for people when walking past. Can put people off visiting the town
Around and along the subways - groups of youngsters 
As a family we avoid the town centre so my children do not have to see these things 
As a female I can feel venerable travelling from my place of work to the public car park, through the old market place where people are drinking.    All of these 
behaviors do not set a pleasant, welcoming tone to Hatfield - creates a bad impression and does not encourage people to visit    You do not feel 100% safe while 
walking around the town center, particularly outside of business hours - honestly if i did not work here I would not come here.
effect on businesses ability to trade effectively. That people feel in any way threatened by the behaviour of people engaging in the above is totally unacceptable.  
Street drinkers are often the first thing people encounter when entering the town, hardly a good first impression. Subways and alleys /walkways smelling of urine 
again are hardly welcoming. 
Begging - makes me feel unsafe, especially when with my 3 young children    Beer cans all over - bad for the environment, looks awful    I avoid the town when 
possible due to it being a bad environment for my children. 
Both ticked just shouldn't be happening as it is at present. Now if there was a pub, with an allocated area for drinking, that would be fine and feel more acceptable. 
But not random groups of people around town.  Not using the toilet is plain nasty
Can be embarrassing for our customer and intimidating we  have to witness many fights/ shouting    Begging - still happening   Rough sleeping - Usually out of sight    
Public urination- Massive problem in and behind Arcade / Human / dogs
if it occurs should not be tolerated 
walk through town as you never know what you’re going to come across. If adults feel this way I dread to feel how the younger community feel about this. The town 
centre is in desperate need of a overhaul and whilst Works have started new businesses and customers are going to be reluctant to be part of it when we face this 
day in day out! 
Don’t like to go into market square because of these people 
Don't wish to shop in town due to this problem. Not nice for shoppers, young children,  the elderly and business owners.
Early mornings in the subway groups drinking- begging random times
feel intimidated when asked for money
Feel unsafe walking through town with many drinkers especially early morning late evening en route to station 
For the reasons stated above previously.
Frightened to pass the drinking groups and sleep distrurbed 
Hatfield town centre and the surrounding parks have been ruined by street drinking for years. Creating a PSPO is long overdue. 
Hen these groups of men drinking it is very intimidating for a woman to walk past on their own. 



I am reluctant to visit the town centre at any time of day because of the drinking, begging and smell from urination.
I avoid the town  centre 
I bought a flat in the town centre as I thought it would be a nice safe space to live with my kids but to be honest it was the biggest mistake of my life. The anti-social 
behaviour has made the last 3 years hell for me and my family. 
I do not bring visitors to my home in Hatfield because of the number of street drinkers in the town square. They are loud, and can be abusive to the public. I also try to 
avoid visiting the Asda in Hatfield at night due to constant accosting by beggers.
I don't like going into town with my children as you don't know what your going to see. People urinating staggering around and shouting abuse 
I dread going into the town centre and only go if I absolutely have to.  I'm quite a confident person but feel intimidated by the behaviour and actions of the people who 
do this.  I don't think it should be confined to just the above issues either.  Can you do something about all the dogs let loose to roam the streets too!
periods of time in the town.
my child to hear, a few times I’ve had people ask me for money and when I’ve said I haven’t got any I’ve got verbally abused and when I see people rough sleeping 
it’s quite upsetting to see I know they can’t help it but there should be a place for them to go where they don’t have to be cold or urinate in the street. I hate having to 
cross by the lights at the town in as the people who drink tend to congregate around the benches and it can be quite intimidating 
Intimidating, makes you want to avoid the town centre
intimidating going round that party of the town! 
It has made the town an unattractive place to visit.
It makes the town centre unappealing and not a place to go. 
It makes the town undesirable to visit
It makes the town unsafe: they fight, beg and steal from local shops. I grew up in this town and it’s worse than ever.
It tarnishes the town and gives it a bad name. It's also very intimidating to walk through town when people are high on drugs or drunk.
It will only be a positive move.      Hatfield is very behind with this kind of thing. Everywhere else this is commonplace; no street dribking, begging etc.    Lots of other 
local towns also have smoking orders now, Hatfield still doesn't even have a drinking one. It is long overdue.
Its intimidating and frightening. people in the areas just outside the proposed zone will likely see an increase of this behavior nearer their homes.
It's not nice for residents to have to put up with this.
Its not very nice to see and smell especially with young children about 
It's repulsive and I feel totally unsafe walking into and around town especially with my young children.
It's scary to walk past these people. I understand they need help and are in a terrible situation but some can be verbally aggressive and some sound aggressive when 
they aren't actually being so. I used to buy food for a man who quietly sat by Boots but others scare me.
I've seen people street drinking, but I haven't seen them interfering with other people.
Just doesn't look good bad for business and young people think it's acceptable to use drugs and drink in town 
lets down the tone of the town centre and wouldn't be tolerated in WGC!
centre regularly
Makes hatfield an unwelcome place to vist and shop
makes people not want to visit



My children shouldn’t be seeing any of the above. Homelessness is a different matter, they can’t help being homeless (well some can’t)
me from walking around
None really. The people who do it just abuse you. Language they use highly offensive
People feel it is not a nice place to be. Makes place feel rundown
People will not want to visit hatfield town centre as they feel intimidated
Public drinking and urination are a risk to the safety and health of my children and mean they can't even touch walls in town for fear they've been urinated on.   Also, 
chain businesses will never be attracted to opening new stores in some of the empty units in the area as they will have increased security concerns
Public urination and defecation: Its no a wonderful picture of the city
Public urination or defecation: In our car park & alley way we have to be careful as someone is using this area as a toilet. 
Puts people off entering the town. Puts businesses off opening in the town    
Putting clients off visiting Market Place. Families avoid Hatfield Town Centre. 
rs - the after sleep health results
Safety of residents 
Scared to go into town by myself or with my small children. I would spend more tome/money in town if I knew it was policed 
Sd - Between mothers and children - near to school - town centre  B - drunk asking for money   RS - Not alright more help required  PU or D - Help required
SD - I am 83 and avoid places where drinkers are as they make me nervous. litter  B - Is embarrassing to everyone, puts people off coming to shop - lets image down  
RS - as above  PU or D - Totally unacceptable - Subways so useful but unable as eyesore
SD - Intimidating behaviour from individuals   B - Unsightly  PU & D - Unsigtly and smelly
SD - litter - cans and bottles  B - mentally distressed  RS - people need help 
SD - Safety for visitors to town centres and shop keepers  B - safety in town centre and users of ATM's at asda and banks
Seeing street drinkers rough sleepers   Beggars makes me scared to do use the town centre 
Street drinkers give the area a down at heel appearance.   They probably have a detrimental effect on trade.  Not a good example for young children to see.  They 
frequently argue amongst themselves which becomes threatening to others.  
myself, what about my family?!  Begging - Uneasy for shoppers & Odour.  Public urination or defecation - Very bad impression for people. Unsafe for kids to walk or 
play around. And smells. Highly unhygenic.
Street Drinking - I've seen one man sometimes in front of the community Police they was not interested   Begging- They get aggressive if they don't get what they 
want   Public urinating - it totally wrong especially in front of children.
cause an issue for me. 
Street Drinking - We or our visitors we don't admit this type of behaviour  Public Urination - No-body likes the smell of pls all the germes 
considering taking an alternative route.     Begging- Can seem aggressive to the elderly who would be easier to intimidate into making a donation.    Rough sleepers- 
The only rough sleepers encountered during the day are those sleeping off their drink habit in Hatfield Town Centre, the evening sleepers are confined to areas like 
the recreation ground where this space is used by the drug dealers.    Public urination or defecation- This pollutes the environment and is prevalent in the footpath 
entrances to the recreation ground. Mainly in the evenings but has been observed during the day. This area has passing school children and elderly pedestrians. 



Street drinking and beggers are sometimes threatening - accosting people walking through, sometimes in an aggressive manner (not always in English with no 
understanding that people cannot understand them)
Street drinking- behaving badly. 
Street drinking- has strong impact to residents's life. we don't feel safe going to town we don't go to town affect local businesses   Begging- again makes people feel 
uncomfortable hence they try to avoide going into town. reduce local business activities. Urination- unhealthy 
Rough sleepers- Often their behavior is inappropriate.   Public urination- Upstairs balcony of the shops and discreetly in the bushes off Wright Estate ( where bushes 
are allocated at the front)       
there is one particular person who can get quite nasty.     Rough sleepers- Only that the bedding could attract the rats.     Public urination or defecation- unhygienic 
and smells. 
Street drinking- may stop some people coming into Hatfield Town Centre.    Begging- It's your choice if you want to give.    Rough sleepers- 2017 it's a Government 
problem.    Public urination or defecation- The smell. 
Street drinking- people won't want to come to Hatfield Town Centre. Bad language when drunk. 
Street drinking- Rowdyness. Doesn't feel safe passing where they are.    Begging- You feel bad for not giving, can affect your moods the wrong way. 
problem.     
Street drinking, begging and public urination etc. act as a deterrent to visiting the town for pleasure, exercise, shopping or general leisure purposes. This affects the 
vital opportunities for daily trade for local businesses which is vital to keep the town alive and thriving and reduce the need for unnecessary car travel to out of town 
facilities. These activities also discourage parents and carers from walking to shops as they are intimidated by anti social behaviour. 
Hatfield, are also, a danger, to pedestrians. Entrances where Vehicles come in, should be closed, and vehicles made to use the service, Roads. to deliver/pick up as 
they should do. On Market days an access, road could be open for market Traders, and closed when they have parked there vehicles in the car park. Re opened 
again at 4pm.
Street Drinking: A lot of residents are to afraid to fill out forms
get off the bus.
Street drinking: Adds to "men down" look and feel off the town centre  
above, plus would you like strangers sleeping at bottom of your garden    Public urination & Defecation: It's disgusting, it could spread disease. Some children 
sometimes in the summer are not always with there parents so there is a risk of indecent exposure.    
presence in the town. The litter left behind defects from the aesthetics of the area.     Rough sleepers: A town which does not provide safe spaces for people who find 
themselves living on the streets both day and night is shamed.    Public urination or defecation: Increasingly men are feeling tree to urinate in full view of passersby, 
with little or no regard for decency or property. This has now widened to individuals increased defecation surely, street police are required to arrest. The resulting 
mess and smell adds to the reluctance to  use the town.
spreading of virus
Street drinking: Bottles & Cans. Condom & Nappies in hedge.    Begging: Knocking on doors.    Rough Sleepers: The Park - Hat east recreation ground, can be 
disturbing to come across them.    Public urination or defecation: Morning noon & night particularly in french horn lane access / exit to and from park.
Street Drinking: Customers with children find it difficult  Begging: Customers are put off  Rough Sleepers: Does not give good impression on the town to new 
customers into town  Public Urination & Defecation: There are public toilets



Street drinking: Danger to residents possibly & doesn't look good to visitors    Begging: I felt harassed by my experience with this beggar woman & do not feel 
completely safe as a result.     Rough sleepers: Makes local area look unappealing as a result.  
street drinking: Does not tend itself to be a very pleasant environment.    Begging: Can be intimidating    Public urination and defecation: Not very pleasant to witness. 
Many young people in the town centre at various times of the day who should not have to witness such anti-social behaviour    
Street drinking: Drags town centre down. depressing avoid shopping in town centre now. Go to St Albans or out of town supermarkets. 
urination or defecation: As above & Heath issues    
mattresses, cardboard boxes, food supplies.     Public urination or defecation: They we have been forced the padlock out bins but this means Violia (our bin collector) 
often misses a collection.
put people coming to town    Rough sleepers: The filth they leave around has an impact    Public urination or defecation: The people that do this sort of thing dont 
care if they are seen. This stops women and young children visiting the town centre
Street drinking: have impact on the environment, local business and safety of residents and visitors to the town centre. Constitutes to public nuisance.    Public 
urination or defecation: Takes place sometimes behind building within the town centre, Towns Inn, Etc.  
Street Drinking: I feel intimidated walking through the town centre  Begging: It's often the same people and they make me feel uneasy  Rough Sleepers: rough 
sleepers everyday  Public Urination: most weeks someone has urinated in the stairwell
Street drinking: I'm feeling not safety when I work in this area  Begging: I'm really afraid when the drunken people want money  Rough Sleeper: Looks horrible when 
someone sleeping in the bench   Public urination and defecation: Looks horrible and smelly. 
Street drinking: Impacts the public because the drinkers become rude and abusive.    Begging: Again... when you ignore them or say no, they can become violent    
Rough sleepers: Never had any issue with rough sleepers      Public urination or defecation: MAJOR IMPACT- especially seeing as they defecating where our FOOD 
deliveries come in. We are also afraid of putting rubbish in our bins as we always catch them weeing /dumping or having sex!! as witnessed by a member of our staff!!
Street drinking: It encourages Anti-Social Behaviour, there is no consideration for the community.    Begging: It can be intimidating.    Public urination or defecation: its 
unsanitary, unappealing and can be seen. Again eastern Europeans seem to think its normal / acceptable.
Street drinking: It is very difficult for us elderly people to feel safe walking around the area, particularly going shopping    Public urination or defecation: It is awful that 
the streets smell, we cant use the subways. The entrance to Hollier Court is badly affected
Street drinking: It stops older people wanting to be in the town centre after dark    Public urination or defecation: Same as street drinking
urination or defecation: As above
Street drinking: Large groups of people drinking / taking drugs together is not a good look for visitors to our town. Also young people at skate park vulnerable to drug 
pushers at skate park.    Begging: Very off putting to have someone aggressively begging for money.    Public urination or defecation: Obvious reason
Street drinking: Lots of food rubbish and cans left all over the place    Begging: Puts people off coming to Hatfield
Street drinking: Night time, scared to meet people drinking in the street    Begging: Asking for money to buy lighters, why not go to work.    Public urination or 
defecation: Need to respect the public not nice to urinate outsidee
for the environment.    Begging: Same as for street drinking    Rough sleepers: Same as above      Public urination or defecation: Same as other categories, but 
particularly regarding the environment, it must be a public health hazard. 
Street Drinking: not good for the environment  Begging:   Rough Sleepers:   Public Urination: Very bad smell around the subways
Street drinking: not pleasant environment to visit or shop    Begging: Drags area down



Street drinking: Old age pensioners feel very vulnerable    Rough sleepers: Very untidy for town
Street drinking: People too scared to walk through town centre as they feel intimidated by the groups of people  Begging: Some can come across as aggressive, 
people don't wan to stay in town centre as soon as it gets back
Street Drinking: people under the influence of alcohol with dependacy issues act anti-social, cause harassment, distress to others, nuisance noise, fight...  Public 
urination or defecation: it's very bad for businesses (dirt wont attract customers)  
Street drinking: Puts people off shopping, makes people feel unsafe and not appropriate for children.  Begging: Same as for street drinking.  Rough sleepers: I'm 
more worried for their welfare but it's still upsetting to see.  Public urination: Totally unacceptable behaviour 
Street drinking: Rowdy behaviors, threatening, intimidating - causing anxiety and fear.    Begging: people reluctant to use the area for leisure, shopping, business    
Rough Sleepers: severe anxiety at the invasion of home living space uninvited and unwanted.
see, health risks.
alone in the dark.    Begging: No - for the old people who need help and dont pressure people. Yes - Couple who have approached me a few times, could possibly be 
seen as threatening also give one impression that the money would go on drugs, alcohol etc.     Rough sleepers: Rough sleepers - Don't look good for the area and 
it's often worse for them. I feel more sorry than worried about them    Public urination or defecation - Urination in the underpasses is horrible. Greatly discugsting and 
smelly in these areas.  
Street drinking: These people gather in clusters, it's very intimidating and not right young children and young people to witness     Begging: It's mainly in the town 
centre an asda car park.      Rough sleepers: It happens in the parks    Public urination or defecation: It happens mainly in the underpasses.
Street drinking: They make you feel nervous when you walk by them  Begging: as above  Public urination and defecation: It smells when you walk pass it
Street drinking: They sit outside of my shop and make customers and staff frightened and unsafe
Street drinking: Town centre and next to my shopwear swimming pool  Begging: as above  Public urination: Next to Pizza Hut
the Town Centre    Rough sleepers: The elderly are sometimes prohibited fro using the benches    Public urination or defecation: An environmental health concern as 
well as a duty for individuals to help take care of our town centre
Was aggressive.     Rough sleepers: I have no personal experiences of this    Public urination or defecation: One the first occasion my neighbour cleared this. We 
contacted the council to remove
Street Drinking-Puts Customers of going to the town Center and loo so bad for business and town + Subway Ave bad   Begging- Puts customers off going to town 
centre     Public urination- Ever day not good what-soever
Subways that residents are scared to use and cross roads instead. People approaching you in the town day and night asking for money.    Would a young woman 
walk through the town centre, footpaths to Hatfield Station, the Alban Way alone at dusk or night time, I don’t think so.
The footway is used by people on their way to work, shopping, or to the station.  this can include mothers with young children.
discard their bottles and cans, sometimes smashing the bottles. Other dog walkers and I always try to pick up the litter, but there is always more. There is probably a 
link between the urinating and the drinking. On one occasion, I called 999 because a British young man unzipped himself in front of my young daughter and myself, 
exposing himself.  We have to keep our dogs away from certain parts of the park where people are accustomed to defecating.  This is a valuable green space which 
should give people pleasure, but it is literally trashed by a disrespectful minority.  
these people are left to ruin our town 



perceptions of it, especially online. For what we're getting, makes the rent seem very high too; it's not necessarily worth the money for the footfall we get. The Town 
centre has such great potential, these problems being fixed would greatly improve the general feeling of discontent people have with the state of it and the local 
authorities ability to manage the Town centre in general.
These give Hatfield a bad name for being unpleasant and unsafe. 
they drink and shout almost every evening and it is disturbing especially if you have children.  annoyed by beggers asking for a quid.
This behaviour deters visitors to the town,vulnerable people feel intimidated, the view of the Police is tainted by their perceived inaction. 
This is an issue that needs to be stopped sooner rather than later, my partner and my son don't feel safe walking around after dark, there are groups in the alley near 
were we live, they do say things to my partner and some have even urinated in the alley whilst she is walking past to go home/ to ASDA 
woman i feel unsafe in this area especially at night. If there was a way to stop this from happening around Asda and town centre especially at night, i would be very 
grateful.
We have been reluctant to visit hatfield town center after 5:30pm because of the nuisance caused by street drinking and rough sleeps.  It pathetic and dont feel safe - 
if PSPO is enforced than it would be of some relief to us normal community people with childrens
Who wants to see this? (No one) plus it is intimidating and a health issue and not a good environment for anyone to see or experience. Would like to think so
and beggers, they constantly urinate and they don't hide it, their private parts are clearly on show and they don't care. They come in our shop begging for money, they 
constantly shop lift in the charity shop next door. 
YEs, all impact visitors to the town and they will stop coming back  
very unattractive.
You just need to walk around and see it from 06:30am 



Q 7. If you answered yes to either of the questions above, do you think a PSPO would help address the impact/problem?  Please provide further comment
A PSPO would help, but the issue is more deep rooted than this. These people require help.
After the scheme manager leaves at 5pm
All should be fined or arrested
Any police presence is a good thing to re assure the residents and business community and a PSPO would need to be administered to be affected
Any PSPO would need to be properly enforced
Anything has to be better than what we have now as long as it is enforced correctly and not half hearted    
As long as it is actually patrolled and enforced. 
As long as it's enforced
As well as cycling and offensive behaviour. But it must all be handled and not just ignored by the authorities. I see people riding bikes under the no cycling signs. I am 
a British cycling official and a life long bike rider, before someone says I am anti cycling.  
penalty notices  
But only on the areas of the PSPO
Depends if it is enforced. 
depends on what the pspo methods
Done previously 
it will just move the problem about
Fine  Imprissonment  Ban from area  Police should be visible all day in and around the town 
Hopefully it will stop it, it'd certainly act as a deterrent and actually provide the authorities with powers to deal with the situation. It will of course only make a difference 
IF it's ACTUALLY enforced and IF the manpower is made available to enforce it. 
Hopefully they would take notice of the order
I can see that it would give the police etc more powers and something to enforce, however I think it will be a large job to discourage the behavior and put a stop to it. If 
there is no one present to enforce it, I can see the behavior continuing.
I do think it would help, but in fairness we have reported things to the police and pcso's in the town, but the majority of the time they say if they didn't see the offence 
themselves, there isn't much they can do, so I hope this new order would make a difference to that
I don't think an order would help as it's illegal to beg but people still do it. They get arrested for doing something wrong then get let out to do the same. It's also illegal 
to cycle through the town but people still do so whilst I have to move out of their way.
the area!!!
I have previously emailed the Town Council, the Police, our local  Councillor and the Neighbourhood Watch Team to ask if the park could be included in a police 
patrol to dissuade people from antisocial behaviour. So yes please to the PSPO. 
I would expect transgressors to be dealt with by the law. Done often enough the message will get through.
If enforced
if it was counselled and stopped I would feel safer  they need help and not make our neighbourhood an uncomfortable and unhealthy place to live
If measures were put in place to deal with the issue things may change for the better. Currently if left I fear the problem will increase as the town increases in capacity.



If not enforced it will be a pointless exercise.
I's a health hazard to community and threat to the community or and intimidating attacked by a group - especially girls women. 
It certainly is a step toward the right direction but it depends on how it would be implemented. 
It will only work if it’s consistent and inforced properly 
It would hopefully discourage the people who spend long periods of time drinking.
It would only be police for a couple of weeks 
It's only going to work with someone to police it.  People ride bikes through the town centre all the time because they know there's no one to stop them.  Unfortunately 
I don't think anything is going to be resolved without a permanent presence.
I've answered yes because I hold hope but unless it's consistent it will not work
might clean the place up. ASBOs might be useful
More able to impose fines and move people on.
Most certainly
need regular authority presence. no alcohol notices on trees all around the area. no one patrols the area
disorderly in public, urinating or defecating in a public place is already catered for in law as is littering but is not policed very well, if at all, hence the state of the town 
centre currently  
Not an issue near shop    
Not enough police to enforce    
Not if it's not enforced 
Nothing will stop them - Need PCSO's patrolling all the time for it to stop!
would like an extension 
of course
Only if enforced  If rough sleepers are moved on
ONLY if it is enforced on a regular basis.
Only if it’s enforced the police are rarely in the area and when they are they see to be content to talk to them rather then moving them on 
Only if it’s enforced.
Only if they carried out duties 
Only if this enforced correctly 
Outlawing these behaviours and clamping down on drug use would appease the residents of park meadow.
Pcos patrol the area but they continue to offend
Pcso's dont do much, these people wont listen to them, the pcsos will talk to them and move them on - this will move to surrounding areas - more needs to be done.   
I would still be unlikely to go to the town centre for fear of meeting them on the way



lunch-time drink on a bench).     I think police  already have the power to stop public urination and defecation.     Rough sleepers need somewhere to go and stay. 
They need hostels and housing. They need social workers to help them.  If they are moved from the town centre they will probably move to another area of Hatfield. 
But a PSPO might stop the problem of public defecation by rough sleepers in Hatfield town centre.    I am concerned that a PSPO in Hatfield Town Centre will move 
the problems on to another public area of Hatfield, where there are shops selling alcohol and places to sit, such as High View/Hilltop. Could that be a PSPO as well?
Provides the ability to enforce dispersal of Street drinkers
Providing there are enough enforcement officers to have it work
Put a ban in town needs cleaning up young people feel frighten walking through town 
Regularly see Police and PCSO with offenders around Hatfield but nothing ever changes or improves! If something is put it place then it must be enforced!!!
picture of the person for evidence purposes
Safety of residents and visitors local image       Hygiene of problem image of town
SD - improve the safety and fear factor of visitors  B - Safety and fear factor
Sd - Penalty straight away  B - Help required  RS - Help required  PU or D - Penalty straight away
SD - Prohibit in town and subways  PU or D - Disinfect the subway regularly 
Seems like exactly what is needed, full steam ahead!
Some extra support maybe for the beggers/rough sleepers, but I know that Hatfield is quite good at this compared to other areas anyway.
Street Begging-Yes if there was any Council got taken away  Public urination - We need PCSO's in Town 
Street drinking - drinks can be confiscated. The rest is related to poverty, there should also be other provisions made to help the homeless.
people.
Street Drinking - Hopefully plus there wont be so many discarded cans everywhere, I've never see so many rats in our town they seem to be increasing over the 
years.  Begging - Hopefully it would be nice not to be scared to say so.  Public urination - Kids are not safe this going on.
occasionally & does not cause me an issue.  Public Urination- Providing it can be monitored and enforced effectively the community would be much cleaner and feel 
safe because of it.     
Street drinking- Doesn't matter how much they try the problem is still there.    Begging- I don't think the authorities doing enough to stop these problems. 
Street drinking- I am positive they might stop congregating.     Begging- Hopefully will stop they know its illegal and there might be consequences if she continues. 
themselves in need of a safe place to sleep. Moving them on only changes the location, it does not solve the problem.    Public urination or defecation- Only if Policed 
effectively. A comprehensive, monitored CCTV installation covering Hatfield and WGC with permanent and temporary cameras would identify perpetrators and act as 
a deterrent. Publication in the local press of those caught could also be effective and identify persistent offenders to the local inhabitants who wish for a clean place to 
live. This type of installation would also be effective on all public offences. 
Street drinking- remove seating area from Market Place asap.    Begging- The problem won't go away.  
Street Drinking -They should check more often   Public urination- Someone should check the Town Centre more often like I said before  
Street drinking Unsure - Thought it was already in operation so cant say how would you manage if not here to see it     Begging- As Above    Rough sleeping - Is in 
operation, so I'm somewhat unsure only see remnants of bedding    Public urination or defecation - Not managed  
Street drinking- zero tolerance on drinking in Hatfield Town Centre.
Street drinking: As it should make the drinkers move on



Street drinking: Doubtful    Begging: Door & illegal sales    Rough Sleepers: Fund them a hostel    Public urination or defecation: There are supposed to be fines for 
this but how do you catch them - CAMERA needed.
above
Street drinking: If they are given the authority to stop, people that are doing    Rough Sleepers: Ask yourself why are they rough sleeping
Street Drinking: if you can stop street drinking  Begging: if you can stop begging  Rough Sleepers: as above  Public Urination: as above  
Street drinking: It may help, however if these people come from around i'm not sure if they realize such polices exist. I would hope it cold be used for the more 
threatening situations    Begging: The older ones I have observed are nonthreatening. Where do they go? I'd hope the more suspicious beggars would be deterred 
but they approach when no-one else is around and getting dark.     Rough sleepers: In an ideal world this wouldn't happen, it looks bad but how does it get resolved. 
These people often need help not punishment    Public urination or defecation: If it's noted there's a policy it may help but who's going to stop them or catch them. 
Street drinking: It will help stop hanging around in the street.    Public urination or defecation: Same as above
Street drinking: Its not safe for the general public    Begging: I thought begging was illegal    Rough sleepers: I often wonder if these people are actually homeless, as 
a mix of that and sleeping off drinking to excess    Public urination or defecation: It's a disgusting habit, and totally unhygienic. 
we have a clean up before you implement.
Street drinking: Police presence is required to relocate groups and direct to an appropriate space    Rough Sleepers: Added security paid for by residents in the shape 
of more secure locks on communal entrances resolved this issue
Rough Sleepers: Will direct rough sleepers to the night shelter  Public Urination and defecation: Will stop the disgusting, hazardous action and make people think 
about what they are doing!  
Street Drinking: Public meetings  Begging:   Rough Sleepers:   Public Urination: Public meetings
Street Drinking: So long as it is properly enforced  Begging: Possibly cut down on drug dealing  Public urination or defecation: So long as it is properly enforced
Street drinking: We can only hope    Begging: Give them help to get off streets
Street drinking: Would make TC a better place to shop and eat in  
Street drinking: Yes also stopping shops from selling single cans. Would be a safer environment, and a more pleasant one
PSPO    Begging: I have not seen this in action in the town centre yet. A PSPO would hopefully discourage this practice from growing.     Rough sleepers: Whilst 
mistaking relocating the problem, it those enforcing the PSPO could hand out leaflets / advice on organisations locally who could offer support this may help the 
individuals as well as moving them from the town.    Public urination or defecation: Yes, such individuals need to suffer consequences for such unacceptable 
behaviour. Being shamed through the court system will hopefully remind them this is not the place to relieve themselves  
Street drinking-A group committed to solving this problem will of course help to prevent these problems  Begging - See above  Public urination- paint walss floors with 
hydrophobic paint so when person urinates it splashes back on them   
Support as well as Ban.  IE alcoholics / unemployed     Rough sleepers - Help is more important 
Surely there presents who stop them or move the problem on (but to where?)
The police need to deal with these issues 
The PSPO will help to address issues on the spot and avoid the need for protracted contact and discussion by allowing immediate enforcement.
The public toilets are unwelcoming, and you do not stop rough sleeping by slapping a threat of a fine on it.
They could move them on



They have cameras in the town centre and this doesn't seem to make any difference at all, i dont believe anyone is even monitoring them 
This will no doubt depend on how the area is monitored and the way it is policed. 
We need the town and surrounding areas patrolled on a regular basis, the town needs to be made uncomfortably for drinkers and beggers
Well it can't  be any worse
When they let them carry on then it doesn't help. If the PSPO will remove the alcohol and person from the area then yes it wl help
With the tunnel, sitting places in the town centre, tunnels within the town centre    
Yes - most of the people causing issues aren't criminals or doing anything major. The PSPO will make it so it's more hassle than it's worth to cause the issues.
Yes but only if enforced
Yes it would be good however it has to be enforced with prosecutions.



Q9. If you have answered unsafe or relatively unsafe to any of the above please can you provide further details to explain further in terms of where 
(specific location) and when (weekday, time) you feel this way.
9am to late evening around the town
A lot of the drinkers become very vocal when drunk which is scary as I don't know what they're capable of 
Access to late night shopping involving walking through Hatfield Town Centre would only be considered if accompanies. Crossing the recreation ground between St 
Albans Road East and Old French Horn Lane any time after dusk or using the pedestrian underpasses is not recommended. 
Afraid - drunks - drugs - loud noises, swearing, smashed bottles 
All day everyday 
All times and places in and around the town centre.
Anytime town centre 
come across as trouble makers.  
As an older person I would not want to walk on my own.  
as groups of men drink in the footpath it can be intimidating.
As soon as its dark i feel Hatfield in all areas is a no go place
As the parking was changed in the town centre many of us now have to park in link drive which is dark by the time we finish work. Last week there was two mugings 
in the carpark in broad daylight, so no we don't feel safe. The car park is poorly lit at night also
Back of Asda and the whole of the shopping area I feel unsafe 
Because it is full of anti social behaviour. People are regularly attacked and/or intimidated 
Been attacked twice and harassed 5 times by youth and adults who drinking using drugs under passes in Hatfield town centre 
Been threatened 
Being watched, targeted and angrily approached by beggers
By the banks near Boots 
weekends.
Car park on the common, walkway from the common to asda
Daytime more people about, would think twice about going to TC at night time
Dont feel happy in daylight. Would no go into TC after dark as drinkers are always about in the proposed control zone
Drinks around shouting and horrible dogs too
Drunk people   Persons who use drugs  Makes me feel unsafe
issue
makes you uncomfortable. 
Every time I have to walk through the graffiti daubed and urine stinking subways or past the drinkers in the town centre, subway rest areas, and surrounding parks, I 
feel unsafe. I try not to go there with my children. Hatfield is a complete shit hole and nobody seems to care.  
Everyday in town centre from about 6pm outside the euromarket - intimidating as i have to walk to bus stop by myself. Lots of shouting, weed smoking, etc
Everyday or week after dark on high street



Feel intimated after dark
Feel unsafe for the young people in Hatfield and for when my partner walks through the town 
this going on???
Frenchhorn lane by memorial hall - trees and bungalows are, when going to ASDA - Subways 2pm onwards mainly 3pm
From time to time.
groups of people drinking in Market place in the mornings and evenings
hatfield town centre  parkhouse court
Hatfield Town Centre does not feel safe to walk about in during darkness. Personally I avoid walking anywhere in Hatfield on my own during darkness. Areas such as 
alleyways, footpaths, and bridges feel rather unsafe in daylight, and totally unsafe in the dark. I never use subways at any time, as they feel unsafe. 
Have been approached by beggers / inebriated men during the day and don't feel relaxed around the town these days.
I always feel very intimidated whenever going pass people who are drinking on the street no matter what time day/ night especially with my children. the sub ways are 
always covered with broken bottles and stinks of wine.  
I am the manager of an outlet that closes at 10:00pm and to come out of work at that time and have drunks hanging around is not nice. Also during the day I have to 
deal with these people trying to come into my place of work. Plus i have to go to the everyday with these people hanging about
I do not feel comfortable walking throught the subways or town centre area at night.
I dont go into town in the dark because i would not feel safe
I feel intimidated and do not want conflict from the groups of drunk or people taking drugs 
I feel safe as I walk my three dogs: 
both shouting in their language. 
I have felt this during the week in the evening, particularly around Bishops Rise 
scary
I would never consider visiting the town centre during the hours of darkness. I would not feel safe.
I would never go to the town centre or park during the evening, or from dusk during the winter.   I have to travel via the station, but do not feel safe from dusk coming 
over the bridge or going through the passageway to Endymion Road from Beaconsfield Road.
I would not go to the town centre in the dark
I wouldn't feel safe anywhere in Hatfield in the dark
I wouldn't use the town centre (apart from Asda) or the surrounding areas at any time after dark. 
If groups of men drinking then they are intimidating at any time 
walk from the station is dark now (In the winter) this is where i've been approached by beggars. Some areas are secluded and not well lit. I walk briskly but don't feel 
safe. 
In any subway areas, in the town centre after highstreet hours, just dont feel safe in this town after dark. 
in dark places
In subways and the train station



Old French Horn Lane after dark, any day of the week.  Walking to and from old hatfield through the underpasses and from the railway station through beacons field 
road and Endymion Road. any day of the week.
takeaways and town center
In the middle of the town center I feel unsafe after dark as people hang around drinking, there is no lights and everything is shut down. 
Intimidating behaviour
i's quite unfair of me to say, unsure as I try to leave before dark, but only because after dark I feel unsafe in this area. 
even put her Simmons cake wrapper in the bin outside Barclays because 5 Eastern European men were drunk and using the bin as a beer can table. Absolutely 
ridicukous. This was 3pm in the afternoon. im sick to the back teeth of feeling uncomfortable in my own town centre. something seriously needs to be done. Not to 
mention the times I have been in the Hatfield Nail Spa watching a drunken fight break out at lunchtime or in the afternoon on the market square. Or the screaming 
and hollering on White Lion Square. Or the beggers you have to step around when walking past Asda. please please do something!!!!!!!!!!!!!
It seems to be in the town centre mostly where they all crowd. It happens everyday, all day and it is a bit uncomfortable to walk about Hatfield with your guard up 
incase they approach you. Some can get very nasty in their approach.
Just moving around after dark worries me
approached more, from people asking for money, and cigarettes. Every time I walk through the town Centre, after 10pm I feel un safe. Just waiting for some one to 
come up, and bash me on the head.
Like I said, where I'm leaving on the stairs near my flat I have  no lights, nearby donge them, so I'm not feeling so safe. 
Living in the town with drinkers and homeless hanging around happens all the time. Normally after 7pm
Lots of drugs pushing. Lots of unsavory characters around the pub
Mainly around the market place / town inn covered parade of shops
Market Place after dark esp on Fridays, Sat and Sun. The bridge over the railway tracks going towards the town centre.
Market Place they bother customers for money, change, fags and if you tell them to stop they abuse, start fighting, swearing and threatening. 
Market square 
Muggings and public drunkenness 
My concern is how alcohol affects some people, and especially men. I've seen them leering at the young girls and fear for their safety if alone
My staff often have to walk across the town square to get to the link car park. In winter, in the dark they are fearful and feel unsafe.
Need to speak to someone - Not answer limited questions!!
Night time at the town centre - see people walking around others sitting
proactive
Not good for anyone in town plus no lights don't help
out in the evening due to dog  shouting, gangs and uneasiness  
Partly the Town Centre at night most days of the week We need  more lighting
their dogs who run wild irresponsibly or even witness yet another of alcohol/ drug fuelled arguments! Using the subways which are meant to be safer than the roads 
above are awful with Eastern Europeans drinking and Intimidating people.



People drinking and begging are a bad mix and won’t leave you alone. At night this is threatening behaviour and makes hatfield unsafe. During daylight hours with 
other people around the behaviour is very irritating and causes many problems.
People drinking in subway by Hatfield Pool at 6 am in the morning! Market Place constant issues day and night. Alban Way day and night drinking and loitering.
People hanging around drinking in the town
People loitering in the town. Shouting, dealing drugs without any car or worry that they will be caught because there are no police. Cars being broken into
People may towards betanioral and verbal abuse from the drunk people and street sleepers 
Random times of drinkers in the town or subways 
Seeing drinking and rowing of drunks around the out skirts of the town , walking through the town they stager about with drinks in hand , scared my grandson ( 7 )
Skate park subway, especially evening and early morning, poundlands, asda car park past evening is especially unsettling with the amount of people playing music 
and hanging in their cars, and those that block public paths. 
Sometimes in the morning and late evenings, some group of men and young people home around in the tunnel drinking alcohol. This makes any passerby feeling 
unsafe. Most importantly this sens wrong information to children and young people
Spring and summer time in eth evenings when groups of residents set up their chairs and commence drinking.
St Albans Road East Park
Subway around shopping Centre - as an individual I would never attempt to go that way in the evening nor during the day.
sometimes be more hazardous)
users and very vey agressive! Being hurled abuse out is becoming a regular thing which again is not nice in anyway especially with when walking with my young son! 
This occurs all day every day     The drinkers and drug takers again are there most of the day every day again it’s dangerous on so many levels firstly it’s dangeous 
becaus was if there behaviour and also dangerous because of all the crap they leave be hind 
The common street, close Cunou Point and pallmers shop (all days)
The town centre in the morning and after 5pm, its roughly the same around the whole area.
me!
The town centre, the underpasses - get rid of them  The area around aldi - lots of drinkers around there   Young people are also a concern
The town square is not safe for a woman buy herself at night. I have been accosted by drunk men whilst walking to my home. 
There are areas, like the passageway between Dellfield Road and Queensway
Toilets at back of queens way outside the library the old market area 
Town centre and walkways into the town centre at nights.
Town Centre at weekends, and at night. Pleased i own a dog. 
Town Centre very unsafe. To many people drinking, smoking, very loud and in crouds & dogs not on the leads.
Town centre when you cross near town inn
Town Centre, mostly around the Town centre I'm and Pizza GoGo area. during the week at daytime not as unsettling as at night, nor at the weekend 
Towncenter - especially near white lion square and end of the towncenter    there are many anti-social element in the underroad walk ways sometimes
shops begin to shut around 4-6pm is when the same thing happens. I've actually had them come into my shop on the Arcade to ask me for money and scream at me 
when I don't give them any.



Underpasses and alleys
Underpasses leading into town (by swimming pool and st Luke's church)  Daytime 
Market Place. 
Waling to the car park (Link Drive) in the dark after 5:30pm (weekdays) last winter the lights were not on in the car park until late winter
antisocial behavior happening in link drive car park.    Just walking through the town center i always ensure my bag is fully zipped and i do not have items in my 
pockets. Other town centres i would have items in my pockets/use my smart phone.
Walking from my store through Market Place to the car park (Link Drive) I feel a bit threatened as there is quite a lot of drunks there. 
We just do not go out after dark
intimidating.
Weekdays from 8.30am to 6.30pm human fear factor when unknown people came to ask or beg in uncivilised manner
When having to cross the town center or one of the underground passages especially after sunset. By the way, these zones do not allow bicycles, but many people 
ignore this completely. I have nearly had two accidents in the last couple of months and the cyclist did not even apologise. 
When you walk past the drinkers/druggies. Can be anytime 
Where: - between market square and asda between station and Wellfield Road roundabout    When: - approx 7pm- 12 Midnight 
White Lion Sq, Market Place and any alleyways.Any evenings.
Whole area after dark due to reduction in number of people around
Will not go into town center or Asda for shopping after dark. I also avoid alleys etc during daylight.
will not go out without getting a taxi
With street lights off at night you cant walk home from any venue on your own even in daytime as you are always stopped with drinkers and beggers asking for money
Would not be happy to use subways or other areas within town centre during evening
you feel intimidated, its not a nice place to be in the day let alone the evening of night
You never know who's loitering about so your always on edge 



place.
1) Lack of light  2) Large groups of rowdy people hanging around in town centre  3) being approached without invitation and questioned in an intimidating manor 
between station and ton centre - no obvious way of getting help (I am disabled & vulnerable)
A lot of foreigners seem homeless ect plus weird bar on arcade seem to attract unsavoury characters and so much litter and did- respect. 
Answered previously
Any of the paths surrounding the town. I have encountered large groups of men drinking at 5:30am on occasion (near the skate park)
as advised two mugings last week, says it all really 
As an individual it smells urine at times it's ..... and my worst fear is to see a group of people in front of me in the subway. 
As i said - Just moving around after dark worries me
At dark times
Badly lit, to many places for people to lurk unseen
Because a crowd of people around corner shop. 
Because if the fighting and swearing 
Because of the activities you have mentioned
Because of the type of people around. 
Because of the type of people they are very load, have no consideration of spaces, and an be aggressive and abusive 
at night due to drunks and people on drugs. 
Being watched, targeted and angrily approached by beggers  
Bushes and under passes
popular area for druggies. 
Drank people who stay sitting in groups near the bus station here young children wait for the bus to go home after school
Drinkers....drug users..... all unpredictable in behaviour
Drinking and begging.
Drinking, Gangs, Drug users.
commoners
drunk, violent people
Drunks - Drug addicts
Drunks and drug addicts hanging about all the time
Due to random daytime occupation of subways etc do not use at night + elderly people tend to walk in rd rather than use subways 
Everything is closed. Young males hanging around drinking. 
Few people in the town centre or surrounding areas at night, coupled with boisterous drunks make it uneasy to have to walk through
gangs and youths in the park  congregating drinkers in the town
ghetto, I'm ashamed to live here.  
to school 



Groups of people drinking or beggars congregating near cash machines.
Groups of people in subways 
Groups of people wearing hoods, your always unsure
Have a walk around 
was especially bad. This area tends to be quite low income and people probably have nothing better to do than sit around in the town centre. I would especially 
consider putting more places for people to entertain themselves because the galleria is just not enough. This order is all well and good but the lack of things to do is 
definitely tearing the community apart
walk.
I cant go to shop because the drunk people look and want money. My son is afraid, and we cant go to shop
I did answer at question 9
I ont want people shouting when no one else is around and there are always drunk people
Im just scared..and cant wait to move out of the area
In the process of alcohol consumption, anything can go wrong under the influence or alcohol. 
In unlit areas - false economy!
Intimidating 
It’s just you know there are people that drink around them areas and they can be unpredictable 
Less people around in the event something should happen or even less people meaning something is more likely to happen
Market Place ASB  the bridge and old French horn lane no light  
More police 
My feeling is. Late at night the people hanging around, Hatfield Town Centre are just waiting for an opportunity, to fleece people.
never know who is around the corner  Vulnerable 
proactive
Often areas are not well lit enough the quality of the area does not project a safe feeling
People around me have clearly been drinking. I have had people call out to me or approach me.
People drunk in the town centre making it uncomfortable and intimidating. people drunk in the underpasses (which are unsafe for women or children on their own 
anyway at the best of times!), rough sleeping and begging all around the shops and underpasses. Its just so grim. 
remove rough sleepers behind boots
shouting and screaming in the early hours
sometimes some people from that group in town centre. They shout at each others and arguing. When I see that situation other friends of them try to stop. However it 
is not comfortable when i see it during the day.
The aggressive behaviour of people, the language, the fact a lot of them are drunk or high. It's not a nice environment to be in. 
The groups of people watch you and then talk to the group, the tone of voice says to me they are not complimentary remarks.
the timing of unfamiliar faces came and ask or beg in uncivilised manner



There have been a number of instances where the Police have requested if our localised House CCTV could assist them. Our system is not high definition and 
offenders while confirmed does not provide sufficient resolution for further action other than to delay the offenders progress through Hatfield Town Centre.   A 
community system would act as a deterrent and bring to justice those committing offences detrimental to public safety and health. 
threat is visible
To many drunks and smack heads
Too frightening and intimidating.
Too many drunk people and beggers
Too many males & a few woman drinking, noisy and some are aggressive. Lots are eastern europeans. 
Town Centre: Groups hanging around in the squares with no obvious purpose. No police presence.   Elsewhere: No police presence. Street lights turned off. Lone 
ment approaching with benefit of poor street lighting and low visibility. E.g underpass, Walk through from railway station. On old French Lane, Returning home, road / 
path is not over looked, places to conceal a  predator, poorly lit (it at all) pot holes and uneven surfaces.
Unsafe in town centre after dark - Groups of males congregate in and around shops. It may be safe but doesn't feel so if your a female. Unsafe- walking from reain 
station if alone and no one else walking from train in same direction, secluded areas. I've seen a young man by his 'friend' and been approached by 'Beggars' 
Unsure who may jump out. Threat of being attached before getting in the car
Very high hedges make it possible to hide
Market Place. 
Worried in case they shout at you or approach you. 
you feel intimidated, its not a nice place to be in the day let alone the evening of night
You never know who's loitering about 
You should feel free to not be harrassed whilst going about your day and that doesn’t happen. A protection order may move the problem away from our town.
You try not to make eye contact with them but then get shouted at or followed
Youths riding bikes fast on the pavements is dangerous without concern for pedestrians.
Youths, swearing, Motor bike in town centre 



Q12. Do you have any further comments or alternative measures that could be used to deal with the following:
A better police presence. Perhaps change a shop into a local police office
A more visible and regular enforcement presence.
A shelter in Hatfield to provide a safe place and help to homeless people.
Anti-Social noise playing in area (only teenagers can hear)
Asda need to get a grip of the begging by the cash machines and main doors. The number of benches/places to sit need to be reduced in the 
town/underpasses, and replaced with seating attached to restaurants/shops so that paying customers sit, not drunken loiterers.
Banning alone although a useful tool is never a permanant solution, Werever posible support is a longer term solution 
Barn street drinking & to be prosecuted
Begging: provide more street lighting so cannot be harassed in dark environments
Better police response. Will police remove these sleepers if they happen to private property?
Busking is an issue - too loud and for too long considering people live in the Town Centre.
CCTV 
CCTV in the area to help deter, I've had problems with opportunist burglaries on Goldings Crescent
CCTV!
drinkers etc will move away
Close off licenses in Market Place, ban shops from selling single cans
Could it be made illegal to drink in the park and other public places? This by itself is insufficient - there needs to be a police patrol as otherwise 
everyone knows that nothing will happen (e.g. as with the drug taking)
problem.
Fine them and bar them from the area if their not from the uk and arnt working and have no where to live send them home 
Funding, to help certain people to overcome the circumstances which is leading to this behaviour
Government needs to supply more money for the police so there are available police to implement this plan.
Groups of young people too - its the same as the above - dont move them on or send them to court - they need support - they need things to keep them 
occupied - something to live for and help them be part of the community. Give them paid work to clean the town centre, paks etc help them dont punish 
half a mile radius from the town centre
Heavy fines.  Police caution
higher police presence
I really do not know what else can be done about the problem.
I think I’ve made my opinions clear 
I would like to have the answers to all of these problems but believe they are a way of life especially drinking/ begging all we can do is monitor I beleive 
that drinking no+ homelessness is a problem and a sad one but it's  age old good luck 



I would like to see CCTV and speakers so that staff can tell them to stop littering etc
If anyone found drinking, begging or using the town as a toilet, lock them up.
If comminity officers or some officials could do anything about it.
Immediate fines
Improve the town centre, bring in more people (shoppers)
Introduce free to use toilet facilities
It is up to the hatfield town council & the welwyn hatfield borough council to deail with the things along with the police.
It needs twenty four hour coverage ??
the people who sell broadband outside Asda.
it's a priority 
Maybe allocate an acceptable area for them to hang out. Seats/ bins etc may be a solution?
Monitor cameras and have regular police patrols
More police or PCSO presence
More police presence
More Police presents at night particularly between the station and town centre Roughsleepers I guess meant? 
More police.
Move the reasons for homeless people to congregate around the town centre. 
Need more police
Need more police on foot
Nick them and kick them out as not here to better themselfs just here for FREE ride.
Obviously alcoholics, beggars, rough sleepers need help. They need hostels, homes, social workers , medical help.  Rough sleeping is a growing 
problem because not enough social housing is provided. Day-time street drinking is probably linked to unemployment, so help is needed to get people 
Outreach workers from alcohol abuse charities 
Prevent retail outlets from selling single units
Provide a Community Centre in the Town that is inclusive to all. In such a centre people can access help in the community, and be listened to. 
Provide more public toilets
Public toilets. Regular patrols by police, pcso and street wardens, perhaps a dedicated Hatfield town centre street warden.
Public urination could be solved by demolishing the subways in Hatfield, they are dangerous, stinking, and oppressive. Public drinking should just be 
banned and the police should be arresting the people doing it.  
Put more public toilets 
Putting more things to do in the area. More pubs, more places for entertainment so that people are not left to street drinking for fun. I go to the gym for 
fun and that should not be the only thing I can do and I understand why street drinkers exist here.



Reduce the alcohol licensed premises
Regular patrols
Remove offenders. We need a homeless shelter in Hatfield
Restrict the local shop from serving cheaper drinks to the polish
Review licences of all shops selling alcohol in the town & Provide piscines or wheelie bin compostable urinals like they do in london at night time
Rough sleeps need help
Sort it out 
Street drinking- Effective community policing and CCTV, directing CPO's to where they can be effective rather than random patrolling. Begging- 
Effective community policing and CCTV, directing CPO's to where they can be effective rather than random patrolling. Rough sleepers- Regular sweeps 
of local haunts of the homeless. Public urination or defecation- Effective community policing and CCTV, directing CPO's to where they can be effective 
Street drinking- Fine or arrest. Begging- Remove from area or arrest. Rough sleepers- House's or deport. Public urination or defecation- fine or arrest. 
Street drinking- Hatfield should be a no drink zone with an on the spot fine or community service. Begging- arrest and more CCTV in the Town Centre. 
Rough sleeping- help them by having a homeless centre. Public urination or defecation- arrest them, make them clean it up. 
Street drinking- make it law. 
Street drinking- Refuse to sell single cans of beer. More cameras to control drugs. Bigger Police presence. Begging- Control the drug addicts who beg. 
Public urination or defecation- Free public toilets. 
Street Drinking: Ban drinking in area AL10 0LU 
Street drinking: educate the non-local residents to basic behavioral codes. Rough Sleepers: Additional support/services hostel / shelter information. 
Public Urination and defecation: CCTV - prosecution / enforced clean up
Street Drinking: Give ASBO's to the individuals
Street Drinking: Inforce tougher cans. Begging: Ditto. Rough sleepers: Provide them a place to go
Street Drinking: Is there anywhere i can have contact no to report? is it 101? 
Street Drinking: shop keepers. PCSO to report & have action taken. Begging: As above. Public Urination or defecation: + Fines as stated on signs.
the street is intimidating and illegal
Strick fine
The litter problem would be partially alleviated if litter bins were provided along the footway.
The main thing is that I dont have any lights on the stairs near the flat and like I said before, street drinking poblem urination are the worst critical for me. 
I would really appriciate if PSPO would check this things more often for me.  
The park in question is also a main walk through to and from onslow school and countess ann school
The police !!! You very rearly see any police presents and when your you di don’t seem the slightest be bothered by the things that are happening 
around them !! Arrest those who are breaking the law in many way such as drinking in no drinking zones, carrying and taking drugs, being drunk and 



There needs to be regular police presence in around the town centre as they need to crack down on the people who are causing such fright and anxiety 
to people. The rough sleeping there should be somewhere provided by the Coucil to allow these people somewhere to sleep even if it’s a hall floor at 
Too many shops selling alcohol now too easily available 
top shops selling alcohol late at night
Tougher rules and more strict. 
Unless something is put in place to deal with these issues it will just continue as it has done for many years
Use current polices to deal with situation
What's the point, nothing will be done / change anyway. Half the PCSO are frightened of them anyway or stand and laugh with them
Written in first question comment box
Zero tolerance & CCTV that works



please make them below. It is important to highlight that in order for any PSPO to be legally binding and enforceable the council must evidence that 
activities that have taken place have had a detrimental effect on the quality of life of local people, or it is likely that activities will take place and they will 
have a detrimental effect on the quality of life
and preceeding behaviors from my flat (9th october possibly) I was asked if i would be prepared to make a statement. I agreed but have not been yet required to do 
so.   2) Police were called to rough sleepers about 1 year ago in the communal ground floor of my block of flats. A PCSO came and confirmed it was a crime and sent 
an email to property management company. Subsequently more secure locks/doors were installed but at the residents cost.
A walk around Hatfield after sunset makes evident the need for this PSPO. There are people drinking, they are being loud, and they leave litter all over the place. 
All the evidence you need on social media every day or night of the week!!!!
attached to lamp columns no action is taken. Empty cans litter the road and hedgerows and left to the residents to clear up. You might as well put up notices saying 
Hatfield is open house to all offenders unless you are actually caught perpetrating an offence. For all the notice taken of public signs attached to lamp columns, there 
would be no appreciative increase in offences as nobody takes notice unless Policed.   For any effective PSPO there must be evidence of wrong doing either first 
hand visual evidence from policing agent or member of the public that can be used in evidence in any prosecution. As the number of policing agents is severely 
restricted due to budgetary constraints any order made without the requisite back up is about as useless as a chocolate teapot.   A PSPO backed up by CCTV 
directing CPO's direct to the offence as it takes place is effective and can be seen to be effective, and in time becomes the deterrent that is it intended. Revenue from 
the fines imposed from successful prosecutions could be ring fenced to pay for the running of it.   Evidence is available from a number of Towns and locations up and 
down the country who have introduced this type of deterrent and found that the number of offences were markedly reduced where it was evident that somebody may 
drug use, sleeping is just something humans need to do, so I feel it would be wildly unfair to treat homeless rough sleepers who aren't drinking or high with anything 
other than compassion. Having said that, this PSPO sounds like a smashing solution to some of the problems the town faces, so more power to you and full steam 
ahead!
Asda at night especially on a Sunday is a race track and someone I’d going to end up getting hurt if asda refuse to report it they should be fined 
Cycling in the town also cycling on the path in the common
Cycling throughout all areas of the town centre is a major problem. Vehicles driving into Market Place at all times, some of them at speed.    Feeding the pigeons
in the area.     Lower the price of bus tickets to encourage travel around Herts if things to do in Hatfield is not possible. I would DEFINITELY consider a year travel 
card for a cheaper price! this will help the uni, as well as encouraging travel. See Canterbury's stagecoach, a £200 year long ticket for the whole of kent and it makes 
a lot of money, encourages the use of a bus instead of cars and provides some enjoyment for the people of hatfield. I shouldn't have to use a taxi.    I believe my 
quality of life has definitely been affected because I am worried of taking much longer walks at night with the types of people I pass.Asda at night is very popular full of 
students and that's worrying too.
Drinkers, and Rough Sleepers, should have someone, come along to talk to, and get advice. Perhaps for example some one from Social services.
Drinking and begging intimidates people using the town. Litter and filth caused by these people ensures that people go elsewhere to shop. Please clean our town up.
Drinking seems o go with begging & urination. ASBOs!
Hatfield has become a very dirty place rubbish strewn about and beer cans. People dumping large items in streets, unsocial behaviour by lot's of people. 
given up on hatfield now.
How confident can a resident feel that if implemented, A PSPO preventing ASB will be treated any differently to say, a PSPO preventing bicycle riding on pavements, 
which attracts mil response from PCSO's (I have witnessed this)



vibrant town centre
benches within 10 metres of ATM machines in Hatfield Town Centre.    In relation to rough sleeping and homelessness, the myriad reasons for the increase in this 
are down to wide government policy and those that find themselves in this situation are unable to either be helped or dissuaded by being fined money that they do not 
have.     It should be noted that street drinking is not something that will go away because the area has these controls put on them, it will simply move elsewhere.    
Where people drink together outdoors due to circumstance or culture, I believe this is a business opportunity for an early morning/night café to serve those working 
unsociable hours.    Where the issue is one of addiction though, it needs to be understood that they will simply move somewhere else, most likely close by. Subways 
are likely, indeed this is already happening and this would have a distinct impact given that for pedestrians this is still a common route into the town.     Special 
attention should be given to making sure the subways do not become the new home for problem drinkers, but ultimately I hope the Council is able to continue to work 
with and assist organisations that actively have outreach programmes to try to assist these people out of the situations they are in.    In relation to cycling, as is 
mentioned, this is already covered by existing powers, however I note this is rarely enforced. I question, however important cycling is to improve health and reduce 
I am more concerned about the number of vans that drive through the town centre every day (Including WH Council) The damage to the new parking and the litter
I am not sure how one can give concrete evidence of this except in the low numbers of people visiting the town. Apart from Asda. Even here people will access from 
the main Asda carpark and leave that way. Who wants to be witness to anti-social behaviour? It casts a cloud over the day.
there 
I don't know if Hatfield has a homeless shelter or somewhere for the genuinely troubled and abandoned people to go, but a centre or shelter where they can be 
helped, sleep, fed or can wash would go a long way to helping them and helping the local community. Most people just need guidance and support to improve their 
situation. And if someone is genuinely mentally ill they need even more support, and I don't think that can be found at the bottom of a can of cider. 
I don't think street drinking is a priori a problem. It may be the cause of anti-social behaviour in some cases, but could there not be a PSPO or other bye-law against 
that behaviour instead of drinking? It is possible to drink and not bother anybody. 
I Feel insecure to pass by fearing attack or a bottle of beer be spraying over
I have lived and worked in hatfield for the past 30 years and have seen lots of changes. Both good and bad. I have never seen such a large drink, drugs, and rough 
sleeper problem though.    I'm thinking about leaving the town.
street drinking, that would be a start. 
hiding their "stash" in the toilet cistern in the shop. That is why there is a permanent "out of order" sign on the door although it works perfectly.     I think a PSPO 
should cover all shopping areas as i have noticed some of them outside and around ALDI (Clarkson Court area) and birchwood (Co-Op end) I fear a PSPO just for 
the area stated will drive them to other areas.
a huge parking problem with people leaving there cars all day and using the trains.  With a school here too, Its a serious problem that needs sorting out, before 
someone gets run over. 
I should be able to walk around the town centre without fear of stepping in urine, being approached for money, picking my way through disgusting mess left by the 
drinkers and PLEASE DO SOMETHING ABOUT THE DOGS!!
addicts and alcoholics show. Who the he'll allowed the off licence which allows them to get drink so easily, asda has security that can stop them entering but the off 
licence doesnt
I’ve had a run in with a certain person Who continuously begs and drinks and does drugs in around the town and often people find her in the hallways of blocks of 
flats etc it’s very intimidating and it make me want to move out of the town



If the PSPO works in the designated area then consideration should be given to those out to all smaller parades of shops. Hatfield garden village, Hilltop, Cavendish, 
Ground Lane / St Albans Road East, Crawford Road, Birchwood. Following six months of absolute hell the police have now removed a drug dealer from St Michaels 
Close but the meeting areas around these smaller shop parades are a constant eye saw
If we could have radios in the shops then we could get hold of them when needed
the area 
If you drive the out of town, where will they then hang out?
Im a queensway resident  I think the police should be patrolling in the staircase on a regular basis, I could even let them in at anytime if needed.
It has been reported to the WH Housing but nothing has been done
It is unsafe after dark to go into the town center.
It’s not just drinking that need tackling what about the druggies 
Just make this zone town Centre it will push them out on to our streets that we live in or children's park areas why not make it zero tolerance everywhere.          
Mabey to make the area more attractive and more lighting, so that the alley and dark corners especially the amount of litter and bins around it looks like drop-out-vile 
at the moment, A well lit attractive place would be less of a place to defecate / sleep and drink, hopefully.    
we have had grafitti for several years on a retaining wall for which there has been no attempt of removal. Public grass & hedges / shurbs have not been touched for at 
least 10 months, resulting in messy, overgrown, untended areas. After six months of raising this matter the areas have had a cut on the grass areas hopefully will be 
continued. The road and paths are poorly finished with unever surface / potholes.  The lighting in OFHL is old, therefore relatively inefficient, and sketched of each 
night. The street only has houses to one side, overlooked by very tall, dense trees. There is a suprising number of lone males and small groups down this lane 
through night. Plenty of areas to conceal oneself and take drugs and have sex.   Returning home late at night can unmoving; please can we install solar street lighting 
retired. I dont think anyone knows what goes on in the park better than i do. I speak to the guys who try there best to keep the park tidy but they also get very 
frustrated with the mess that is left even though bins are supplied there its almost becoming a daily chore. Small fires have been started in the park before now, and I 
have approached the people concerned but all you get is abuse and (what are you going to do about it) one day there will be a big problem. As far as the town centre 
goes the greens between goldings house and the pedestrain crossing is always a mess, there is only one waste bin , it either needs emptying on a daily basis or to be 
more efficient just add more bins
Old rectory drive and surrounding streets have become a car park for the ststaion all day. dust bin collections unable to collect due to volume of cars. new houses to 
be built will increase the problem. excisition car park in links drive always full. third world country. dangerous
Once the PSPO goes to them to stop them and chat, straight once they leave the same problem starts again. 
People hate hatfield
people spending time in our bins storage on evenings/nights. Drinking, swearing, taking drugs  Please help us - St Peters Close
People urinating in the street is not going to make people come shopping to the town centre, the elderly are coming down to the town and then having to deal with 
beggers, its intimidating for them to be in the town with large groups of people sitting round drinking
drinking. 
Poes it need to be on Road housing Estates   No Problem with town centre and public places
Q1. A business owner and shopkepper, we are seeing the same people over and over again stealing from my store and dealing drugs.
Q1. Hope it can be extended to all Hatfield parks in the future  Q2. All Hatfield parks  Q11. Consider introducing PSPO for litter & dog poo please



Q1. I think this is a good step to take, and very necessary.     Q2. Yes the park off Old Hatfield Road, behind Holliers Court    Q11. I fully agree with the proposals, and 
I think if they are improved it would be a vast improvement to Hatfield Town Centre. My question is would it even last without very strong legal enforcement.
Q1. Most of the drinking occurs in the proposed control zone area.    Q2. St Albans Road West drink cans & drinks on benches outside flats.     Family & Friends from 
other towns, say Hatfield TC not suitable place to shop in comfort and safety would not take children to TC anymore. 
comment on other adjacent areas. 
of Woods Avenue
Q1. Why doesn't it cover Old Hatfield  Q2. As above, especially Salisbury Sq    Any PSPO needs to be enforced where are the roots on the streets to enforce it?
Q1. Woods close should be included  Q2. Wood close as they i.e drinkers etc also hang about there aswell
Q1: Need to deal with drug issue related problems eg. Lotering in groups outside and in side flats and shops which i see on a day to day basis. Big problem in 
Galleycroft Court.    Q2. Hatfield Town (Old market place) The common (Back of flats) (In the stair case area and in bin area too.
Q1: Still to many drinking and taking drugs in town centre also begging, sleeping in shop doorways    Q2. Under passes - drink and drugs    Q13. Boy racers racing 
cars up and down queensway & cavandsh way at night. Speed taps in the day but none in the evening when it is at it's worst
Q2. Parkhouse court, Harpsfield Broadway, parts of comet way, Goldsmith Way, Aviation Avenue, and Tamblin Way. Other areas i have recieved reports from 
constituents that there is an anti-social behavioral problem
Q2. Possibly hatfield garden village
Q2: It's a common street. The bench from Curou point and area around the pallmers shop. The reason is: all days, every day there are people who drink alcohol and 
sleeping in the bench, they hook peoples and kids and want money. My son and friend are afraid of them. Drunk people shouting, swearing and make area dirty.
culprits are teenages    Question 2: This survey requires a public meeting where residents can air their views, see no sense of all questions which can not be 
answered in full.
for but not people
Question 1:No evidence to support such a large zone
Question 2: ALL OF HATFIELD - Hill Top area
raise the standards   increase standards  New movers   more money  more investment
state of mind.
Some area's need attention
Street drinking encourages the use of potential further substance abuse which attracts other worse crimes in the area such as burglaries.
Suggest we have more camera.
The  street drinking in Hatfield town centre definitely spoils the attractiveness of the town centre, the pleasure of visiting it, and the quality of life of living in Hatfield. 
this area also
The current issues highlighted in this document are having a negative impact on businesses and the perception of the town centre 
The only real concern I have is the cycling in the shopping area in Hatfield where no cycling areas are displayed in large letters. This occurs regularly and makes me 
feel anxious when they come within inches of me.
The town centre has become a place that no longer attracts outsiders.    It's an intimidating and scary place.    
hounded for spare change.



This antisocial behaviour definitely has a detrimental effect on the quality of our life. 
We Hate going in to town , would rarther get a bus any where else Than be asked for money and see piss heads fighting.
We need police on foot patrol in the evenings and to visit local parks, underpasses, and town centres especially on weekends, bank holidays 
We were not aware that hollier court was included in this zone until we received this information from you. There is certainly nothing on lamp posts etc...    The 
problem we have has been over the last couple of years only.
Where do the beggers go   We need to help them, pick them up take them to help - if they dont take help and keep repeating the behaviour then use the courts to 
make them. Involve families, friends local people - make others want to help others   We have huge issues with parking in hatfield - use these people to help address 
this and pay them  Huge issues with tress and greenery and ioen spaces.  Get them to take pride in where they live - raise their self esteem , support their needs get 
them to help make this a community 
You have to cover the park in park meadow.
rot in the town


